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Patchwork Party Hexagon Twinkle 
September 2020 

This month’s step-it-up project is the “Hexagon Twinkle” table runner 
designed by Krista Moser, the creator of the 60-degree triangle rulers for 
Creative Grids.  For this project, we’ll be using the mini version of the ruler.  A 

big “thanks” to Krista for this pattern.  For my version of the runner, I used fabrics from the Chill collection by 
Zen Chic for Moda Fabrics.  You can choose to make yours scrappy like mine or create it in just a few colors like 
Krista.  You can add rows and create a beautiful quilt or make it smaller for a smaller table.  Finished Size:  
Approximately 12 ½” x 38 ¼” 
 
Fabric Requirements:   
Follow cutting directions in the pattern or the alternates below
Binding:   
¼ yard (I cut mine at 2 ¼” wide vs. 2 ½” in Krista’s pattern) 
 
Triangles:   
¼ yard of one fabric (if you’d like it scrappy, use 6 fat 
quarters or 6 2 ½” strips and cut seven triangles from 
each) 

Hexagons:   
½ yard of one fabric (if you’d like it scrappy, use 6 fat 
quarters or a charm pack and cut 4 hexagons from each 
of 4 fabrics, 3 hexagons from each of 2 fabrics) 
 
Backing:  ½ yard

Batting:  Recommend Quilters Dream Request or Battilizer 
 
Helpful Products For Construction 
GE Stickers 
Circular Cutting Mat 
Best Press 
Steady Betty 
Sashers (1 1/8” for binding) 
Patchwork Fine Pins 

Helpful Products For Quilting 
Simple Hexagon 3 piece set by Westalee 
Stitching Line Discs by Westalee 
Golden Threads Paper 
12” Crosshair Ruler 
Quilters Select Air Erase Marker 
Sew Steady Table  

 
Block Construction 
In Krista’s pattern, there are no Y-seams!  The block is made by adding a triangle to opposite 
sides of the hexagon.  When placing the triangles, make sure to place the flat tip toward the 
center of the block. Make sure to press your seams open  -- trust me, it’s worth it! 

 
Then, you’ll just join the blocks together in pairs and then into 
rows. Finally, join the rows together 

 
 
 
 

 
Quilting 
To develop the quilting plan, I used Golden Threads paper, Westalee Stitching Discs and a sharp pencil to draw the quilting 
designs and then audition it on the runner by just placing the paper on top of the runner.  I then marked the center of 
each block using the Westalee Crosshair ruler and the Quilters Select Self-Erase pen.  I then quilted the runner using the 
Simple Hexagon quilting rulers from Westalee to stitch nested hexagons in the center of the blocks.  



FABRIC REQUIREMENTS & CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

(3) 2½ x 42" strips for binding. 

(2) 2½" x 42" strips of solid pink, cut into (42) 2½" triangles

(follow the cutting instructions for triangles found in the ruler instruction pamphlet)

(3) 4½" x 42" strips of pink prints, cut into (22) 4½" hexagons.
(follow the cutting instructions for the 4½" hexagons found in the ruler instruction pamphlet)

This pattern is  
designed to work 
with the ruler  
instructions that 
come with the 
Creative Grids 60 
Degree Diamond 
Mini Ruler. 

1. Arrange all the hexagons and triangles as 
shown, these will be sewn together into rows.

2. Sew one triangle to each side of the hexagons to 
make larger units. Most of these will be diamond 
looking units until you get to the units on each end. 
Use the flat tips on the triangles to help line up your 
pieces as you sew. Press these seams open.

3. Sew the hexagon/triangle units together into three 
rows pressing the seams open between the units.

4. Sew the rows together pressing the final seams open.

5. Quilt and bind as desired.

You can use your favorite method to trace or transfer 
the attached heart pattern. Use free motion quilting 
to embellish your table runner.

OPTIONAL

ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS

Krista Moser



Krista Moser
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